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Overview

- Context:Nonlocality research
- Scenarios S(n,m,d) define

“joint probability spaces”
PS .

- Study subspaces of PS

0

PNS Q L

- Idea: Quantum Measure Theory (QMT) involves set SPJQM that is tight
approximation to Q but lacks motivation (other than than it works). Using
notion of “Physical Closure” from QI can provide one possible motivation.

- Two steps:
- Derive SPJQM based on Physical Closure
- Provide motivation for Physical Closure



Quantum Measure Theory

For EPRB-setup (2, 2, 2) Fine proved in ’82 equivalence of three statements:

- P(a, b|x , y) satisfies the CHSH inequalities (i.e. P ∈ L),

- P(a, b|x , y) satisfies

P(a, b|x , y , λ) = P(a|x , λ)P(b|y , λ),

- there exists a probability measure µ(a0, a1, b0, b1) ≡ µ(γi ) over the whole
“non-contextuality” (NC)-space {γi } ≡ Ξ of possible outcomes for all
measurements such that it reproduces the correct experimental
probabilities, e.g.

P(a = 0, b = 0|0, 0) =
∑

a0=0,b0=0

µ(a0, a1, b0, b1).



Quantum Measure Theory

Probability measure µ

Let Ξ be a set and A an algebra over Ξ. Then the function µ : A → R is a
probability measure if it satisfies:

- µ(A) ≥ 0 ∀A ∈ A

- µ(∅) = 0

- µ(Ξ) = 1

- (Kolmogorov Sum Rule)

µ(A) + µ(B) − µ(A t B) = 0 (≡ µ(A u B) = 0), ∀A,B ∈ A (1)

The idea: Weaken Kolmogorov Sum Rule in definition of measure to enlarge
set of reproducible probabilities. Do this via

Principle of pairwise interference (PPI)

The only kind of interference that is possible between events is pair-wise
interference. (Sorkin)
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Quantum Measure Theory

Quantum measure µ

Let Ξ be the set of all outcome events for some scenario S(n,m,d). Then a
function µ : 2Ξ → R is a quantum measure over Ξ if

- µ(A) ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ 2Ξ

- µ(∅) = 0, µ(Ξ) = 1

-

µ(A) + µ(B) + µ(C )

−µ(A t B) − µ(A t C ) − µ(B t C )

+µ(A t B t C ) = 0 ∀A,B,C ∈ 2Ξ

- Interpret elements γi of Ξ as full histories of systems and A ⊆ Ξ as
coarse-grained histories.

- P as effect of quantum measure over atomic histories γi and their
pair-wise interferences (γi , γj).
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QMT Correlation Sets

JQMS

For a given S(n,m,d), a probability distribution P is in JQMS iff it allows for a
quantum measure that reproduces P.

- Basic result for general scenarios:

QS ⊆ JQMS ⊆ NSS
Quantum measure exists for every quantum model!

- Overpermissive: For (2, 2, 2)-scenario JQM(2,2,2) ≡ NS(2,2,2)
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QMT Correlation Sets

SPJQMS

For a given S(n,m,d), a conditional probability distribution P is in SPJQMS iff it
allows for a quantum measure that reproduces P and there ALSO exists a
certain Hermitian matrices D̂ : Ξ× Ξ→ R that is positive-semidefinite.

- Purely mathematical strengthening.

- BUT
- QS ⊂ SPJQMS , ∀S
- SPJQM(2,2,d) recovers maximal quantum violation for d ≤ 8 (e.g. Tsirelson

bound for d = 2)!
- Tighter bound on Q than Information Causality, Local Orthogonality,

Macroscopic Locality,...

- But how to motivate strengthening JQMS → SPJQMS?
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Physical Closure

Given set of boxes P ≡ {Pi }, a “wiring” of theirs is a combination of
composition, post-selection and grouping them into one effective box

W(P) ≡ P(b1, . . . , bs |y1, . . . , ys).



Physical Closure

Physical Closure

A set P of boxes defined for scenarios {Si } is “physically closed“ if

- For all Pi ⊆ P corresponding to same Si , Pi is convex.

- W(P) ∈ P ∀W (Closure under wiring)

In QI this is imposed as non-trivial requirement on “physical” sets:

Axiom of Physical Closure (APC)

The set of experimental probabilities allowed by any physically feasible theory is
physically closed.
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APC yields SPJQM

- SPJQMS is convex ∀S.

- SPJQM :=
⋃

S SPJQMS is
closed under wiring.

- For any
P ∈ JQM\SPJQM ∃P ′ ∈ Q2,
s.t. P ⊗ P ′ /∈ JQM

JQM

Q2

Result

APC gives JQMS → SPJQMS ! SPJQM is the largest set that is consistent
with IPP and APC (as well as Q2).

- But why believe APC?

- What does it even mean, especially in QMT?
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Clarify APC

Suggestion: APC as kinematic constraint: No state resulting from a wiring
between two kinematically possible states in a theory should be kinematically
impossible.

Why? (a) Alternative in QMT seems untenable, (b) because I can tell at least
one story about it.

Consider operations underlying physical closure :

Composition Post-selection
Grouping Mixing

Physical Closure: Given set of independently preparable states, can produce
joint state description for any causally consistent ordering of them.
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APC as kinematic constraint (a)

In terms of QMT thought of boxes as effects of underlying interfering histories.
Translate:

Composition ↔ Spacelike relation Post-selection ↔ (fut. dir) Timelike related
Grouping ↔ Coarse-graining Mixing ↔ Probabilistic occurrence

Timelike relation imposes stricter decoherence constraints:

Composition Post-selection

APC as dynamical constraint: “Any (observable) interaction between any two
dynamically allowed histories is allowed”.
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APC as kinematic constraint (b)

“However, if one renounces the assumption that what is present in
different parts of space has an independent, real existence, then I do
not at all see what physics is supposed to describe. For what is
thought to be a ’system’ is, after all, just conventional...” -
Einstein,’48

Physics → Conventionality of ’systems’ → independence of spatially separated
stuff.

Two argument for the first implication:

- Physical reality as that reality which behaves independently of what
observer is interested in.

- 1. It is never the case that we cannot conceptualise two spatially distinct
parts as being independent systems. 2. Any physically feasible theory
should/will reflect this fact.
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APC as kinematic constraint (b)

“If one renounces the assumption that mixing and wiring are always
possible, then I don’t see what physics is supposed to describe.” -
Keinstein

- Physical reality is that reality which behaves independently of what is
observed before what. (dynamical)

- 1. It is never the case that we cannot think of any set of spatiotemporally
related systems as interacting in any way. 2. Any physically feasible theory
should/will reflect this. (kinematic)

- Is 1. true? How does 2. follow from 1.?

- If can defend this:
- Motivate kinematic constraint as epistemic sine qua non.
- Epistemic interpretation of local operations in QI?
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Conclusion

Imposing PPI and APC (together with weak assumption of Q2 recovers a tight
bound on the correlations of quantum mechanics.

APC could be motivated as a kinematic or dynamical constraint.

- As a dynamical constraint it seems difficult to motivate and

- As a kinematic constraint seems to correspond to strong but possible
epistemic position.



Thanks!
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